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Outline

Central question
Will the adoption of new digital technologies (including AI) lead to a levelling of 
the playing field between PeopleLaw and BigLaw?

• Focus on causal mechanisms for levelling the playing field
• “Levelling”à meeting unmet legal needs in PeopleLaw via the adoption 

of new business models 

Sources
• J. Armour and M. Sako (2021) Lawtech: Levelling the Playing Field in Legal 

Services? SSRN paper
• M. Sako and R. Parnham (2021)Technology and Innovation in Legal Services: 

Final Report for the SRA.
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3831481
https://www.sra.org.uk/globalassets/documents/sra/research/full-report-technology-and-innovation-in-legal-services.pdf?version=4a1bfe


Simple causal mechanism for “levelling” is often 
presumed… 
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… and consumers report considerable ULNs
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Source: Legal Services Board (2020), State of Legal Services 2020: Evidence Compendium, p. 20.

But what do we 
know about how 

legal service 
providers are trying 
to meet such unmet 

legal needs?



Our causal mechanism for “levelling” focus on 
provider perspective
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PeopleLaw vs BigLaw: key findings
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PeopleLaw firms face greater difficulty 
with identifying sustainable business 
models. 

PeopleLaw firms face greater resource 
constraints to legal technology 
adoption than BigLaw firms.

PeoplelLaw sector is not well 
resourced in terms of  founding and 
funding of lawtech startups.

1. Business models 2. Barriers to tech 
adoption

3. Lawtech startup 
ecosystem



Reminder: three effects of tech on lawyers’ tasks

Tech augments: 
Lawyers’ advice to clients; 
one-off/bespoke text-based 

work

Tech substitutes:

repetitive / scalable work 

Tech augmented: 
by lawyers working in multi-
disciplinary teams (MDTs) to 

make tech systems work
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Lawyer-as-consumer Lawyer-as-producer 

Augmented lawyering (for lawyers-as-consumer and lawyers-as-producer) just as important as substituting lawyers



Business models are similar in BigLaw and PeopleLaw…
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Legal 
Advisory

Corporate 
client

Legal Advisory: offers 
bespoke legal advice, key 
asset human capital
Lawyers augmented by AI

Legal 
Ops

Legal Operations: uses 
process management + tech 
to scale delivery of 
standardised services
Lawyers augmenting AI, 
substituted by AI

Legal Technology: 
develops software 
tools, technology 
platforms
Lawyers 
augmenting AI, 
substituted by AI

Legal 
Tech Lawyers

Individual/
small 

business 
client

Legal Advisory: offers 
bespoke legal advice for 
consumers
Lawyers augmented by AI

Transaction 
Platform

Legal Transactional Platform:
develops a marketplace to match 
supply (lawyers and other 
professionals) and demand by 
clients
Lawyers’ work unaffected by AI

Legal Technology: 
develops technology tools, 
templates, virtual assistants 
& chatbots
Lawyers augmenting AI, 
substituted by AI

Legal 
Tech

BigLaw business models PeopleLaw business models
Lawyers augmented by AI



But PeopleLaw firms face more challenges because:

§ A sustainable business model is difficult to establish when consumer purchases 
tend to be one-off in wills, probate, conveyancing, etc.
o Some PeopleLaw firms are mitigating this with a subscription model (by bundling one-

off purchases and other services) to secure a stable client base

§ Technological challenge of applying rule-based expert systems and NLP in the 
context of ‘lay’ (non-legal) language used by consumers
o Automation (substituting lawyers) in PeopleLaw is limited in many areas where lawyers remain in 

the loop, so the cost of delivery does not decline

§ Data challenge for providers without access to structured data
o In BigLaw, clients own data that can be accessed
o in PeopleLaw, adequate data infrastructure is still lacking, and privacy issues loom large
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Resource constraints are considerable for 
PeopleLaw firms

Top three barriers to tech 
adoption 

% of total 
respondents*

% of BigLaw
firms**

% of PeopleLaw firms**

For ADOPTERS Individual 
clients

Small business 
clients

1. Lack of financial capital 58.2 7.1 29.2 12.8
2. Lack of staff expertise 50.1 2.3 9.4 5.9
3. Regulatory uncertainty 44.7 12.5 17.7 8.0
For NON-ADOPTERS

1. Lack of financial capital 50.9 8.3 22.9 14.8
2. Lack of consumer appetite 50.4 46.2 17.6 10.2
3. Not a strategic priority 48.4 15.0 20.0 20.0
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Note: * ‘significant’ + ‘very significant’; ** ‘very significant. Source: Survey results in M. Sako & R. Parnham (2021) Final Report to the SRA.
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Lawtech startups in PeopleLaw are not well 
resourced in the UK

Ø Only 3% of total lawtech funding flows 
into PeopleLaw lawtech startups

Ø 97% of funding goes to BigLaw startups

Ø Total funding raised by lawtech startups: 
$5.98 bn in US vs $853m in UK

Ø Average funding per lawtech venture: 
$28m in US vs $9m in UK
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Source: Sako & Parnham (2021) Final Report to the SRA

UK UK-US comparison



Is lawtech levelling the playing field?

Levelling Not levelling
Technological opportunity
Lawtech offering potential to lower costs of 
delivery in both BigLaw and PeopleLaw segments

Technological constraints
Continued role for humans-in-the-loop limits scope 
of application in PeopleLaw; continued unmet 
legal needs

New business models
New business models using lawtech in both 
segments could satisfy unmet legal needs

Human capital constraints
Continued role for (human-centric) Legal Advisory 
firms in BigLaw; uneasy fit with multidisciplinary 
teams

External investment
Legal Technology firms able to raise venture 
capital in both BigLaw and PeopleLaw, regardless 
of regulatory regime

Complementary investments by users
BigLaw firms, Legal Operations firms, and clients 
making significant complementary investments
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Is lawtech levelling the playing field?

Levelling Not levelling
Technological opportunity
Lawtech offering potential to lower costs of 
delivery in both BigLaw and PeopleLaw segments

Technological and data constraints
Limited application of rule-based expert systems 
and NLP to lay language, and lack of data and 
privacy issues in PeopleLaw limit scope for 
substituting lawyers à continued unmet legal 
needs

New business models
New business models using lawtech in both 
segments could satisfy unmet legal needs

Resource constraints: financial vs human
PeopleLaw firms suffer from lack of financial 
capital; BigLaw’s (human-centric) Legal Advisory 
model is not a good fit with multidisciplinary teams

External investment
Legal Technology firms able to raise venture 
capital in both BigLaw and PeopleLaw, regardless 
of regulatory regime

Complementary investments by users
BigLaw firms, Legal Operations firms, and clients 
making significant complementary investments
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Is technology levelling the playing field?

Convergence Divergence
Technological opportunity
Lawtech offering potential to lower costs of 
delivery in both BigLaw and PeopleLaw segments

Technological and data constraints
Limited application of rule-based expert systems 
and NLP to lay language and lack of data and 
privacy issues in PeopleLaw limits scope for 
substituting lawyers à continued unmet legal 
needs

New business models
New business models using lawtech in both 
segments could satisfy unmet legal needs

Resource constraints: financial vs human
PeopleLaw firms suffer from lack of financial 
capital; BigLaw’s (human-centric) Legal Advisory 
model is not a good fit with multidisciplinary teams

External investment for startups
Lawtech startups are less able to raise venture 
capital in PeopleLaw than in BigLaw

But external funding for lawtech in the US is not 
hindered by the regulatory regime in legal services

Complementary investments in BigLaw
Significant complementary investments in BigLaw
corporate clients; not matched in PeopleLaw
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Conclusions 

§ Lawtech has enormous potential for levelling the playing field
§ BUT levelling requires addressing different barriers in the two 

market segments
o PeopleLaw firms face greater technological, data, financial capital constraints
o BigLaw firms face human capital constraints, as multi-disciplinary teams (MDTs) 

(for tech adoption) are not compatible with the Legal Advisory model

§ UK-US comparison of lawtech startups
o PeopleLaw startups attract less external investment than BigLaw startups
o In England and Wales, deregulation has facilitated external investment and 

multi-disciplinary teams in alternative business structures (ABS)
o In the US, stricter regulation has not got in the way of lawtech startups raising 

external funding investment
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